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A Fuzzy Implementation of Biometrics With Five Factor Authentication System
For Secured Banking
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Abstract - Remote authentication is the most commonly used method to determine the identity of a remote client.

Secure and efficient authentication scheme has been a very important issue with the development of networking
technologies. In a Generic Framework for Authentication, preserving security and privacy in distributed systems
provide three factors for authentication of clients. This paper investigates a systematic approach for authenticating
clients by five factors, namely RFID card, PIN, biometrics, One Time Password (OTP) and keypad ID. The conversion
not only significantly improves the information assurance at low cost but also protects client privacy in distributed
systems.
Keywords – Authentication; Distributed systems; Security; Privacy; PIN; RFID card; Biometrics.

I.

1.

RFID card

2.

PIN

smart card). Another existing authentication mechanism
is biometric authentication where users are identified by
their measurable human characteristics, such as
fingerprint can be easily obtained without the awareness
of the owner. In this case OTP and Keypad ID further
improve the system’s assurance. This motivates the fivefactor authentication, which incorporates the advantages
of the authentication based on, RFID card, PIN,
Fingerprint, OTP and Keypad ID.

3.

Fingerprint

1.1 Motivation

4.

OTP

5.

Keypad with Keypad ID

The motivation of this paper is to investigate a
systematic approach for the design of secure five-factor
authentication with the protection of user privacy. Fivefactor authentication is introduced to incorporate the
advantages of the authentication based on PIN, RFID
card, fingerprint OTP and keypad ID. A well designed
five-factor authentication protocol can greatly improve
the information assurance in distributed systems.
However, the previous research on three-factor
authentication is confusing and not satisfactory.

INTRODUCTION

In a distributed system, various resources are
distributed in the form of network services provided and
managed by servers. The five authentication factors
used are

Most early authentication mechanisms are solely
based on password. While such protocols are relatively
easy to implement, passwords (human generated
passwords in particular) have many vulnerabilities. As
an example, human generated and memorable
passwords are usually short strings of characters and
(sometimes) poorly selected. By exploiting these
vulnerabilities, simple dictionary attacks can crack
passwords in a short time. Due to these concerns,
hardware authentication tokens are introduced to
strengthen the security in user authentication. RFID
card-based password authentication provides two-factor
authentication, which requires the client to have a valid
smart card and a correct password. While it provides
stronger
security
guarantees
than
password
authentication, it could also fail if both authentication
factors are compromised (e.g., if an attacker has
successfully obtained the password and the data in the

1.2 Security Issues
The existing three-factor authentication protocols
are flawed and cannot meet security requirements in
their applications. Even worse, some improvements of
those flawed protocols are not secure either. The
research history of five-factor authentication can be
summarized in the following diagram.
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NEW PROT
TOCOLSÆ BROKENÆ
B
IMPROVED
PROTOCOLS
SÆ BROKEN
N AGAINÆ ENHANCED
PROTOCOLS
SÆ SECURE.

authenticcation system
m for securedd banking froom a
generic framework ffor three facctor authenticcation:
ng security andd privacy in disstributed system
m.
preservin

1.3 Privacy Isssues

2.

Along wiith the improvved security features,
f
fivefactor authentiication also raaises another suubtle issue on
how to protecct the biometrric data. The authentication
factors are noot only the privacy
p
inform
mation of the
owner, but also
a
closely related
r
to seccurity in the
authentication process. As biometrics
b
can
nnot be easily
changed, the breached
b
biom
metric informattion (either on
the server siide or the cllient side) will
w
make the
biometric authhentication totaally meaningleess. However,
this issue hass received lesss attention thaan it deserves
from protocoll designers. We
W believe it is worthwhile,
both in theoryy and in practice, to investtigate a fuzzy
implementatioon for five-factor authentication, which can
preserve the security and the privacy in distributed
systems.

Thiss section revieews the definittions of RFID cardbased authenticationn, five-factoor authenticcation,
fingerpriint recognitionn and fuzzy log
gic.

Preliminaries

2.1 RFIID card-based
d authenticatio
on
Rad
dio-frequency identification
n (RFID) is thhe use
of a wirreless non-conntact radio system to transferr data
from a tag attached tto an object, for
f the purposses of
automatiic identificatioon and trackingg. Some tags reequire
no battery and are pow
wered by the radio
r
waves ussed to
read theem. Others usee a local pow
wer source. Thhe tag
containss electronicallyy stored inform
mation which can
c be
read froom up to seveeral meters (yards) away. U
Unlike
a bar co
ode, the tag dooes not need to
t be within liine of
sight of the reader andd may be embeedded in the trracked
object.

W
1.4 Related Work

hentication
2.2 Fivee-Factor Auth

Several authenticationn protocols have been
proposed to integrate biom
metric authen
ntication with
password
authenticationn
and/or
smart-card
ved authenticaation protocol
authentication. An improv
was given by
y Lin and Lai to fix that fllaw. The new
protocol, ho
owever, has several othher security
vulnerabilitiess. [1] Xinyi Hu
uang, Yang Xiiang, Jianying
Zhou and Roobert H. Deng
g proposed too authenticate
clients by three factors nameely password, smart
s
card and
F and Lin [2]
[ proposed a three-factor
Biometrics. Fan
authentication scheme witth privacy protection
p
on
biometrics. Thhe essential app
proach of theirr scheme is as
follows: 1) Du
uring the regisstration, the cliient chooses a
random string
g and encryptss it using his//her biometric
template; 2) The
T result (callled sketch) is stored in the
smart card; annd 3) During thhe authenticatiion, the client
must convincee the server that
t
he/she can
n decrypt the
sketch, which
h needs correcct biometrics (close to the
biometric tempplate in the reggistration). As we
w shall show
shortly, our fuuzzy implemenntation employys a different
approach. Thee client in ou
ur frameworkk uses his/her
Finger impreession, RFID card and the
t
PIN for
authentication purpose. Thee Main Server will generate
One Time Paassword (OTP)) and send it to the User’s
Mobile number when the finger impresssion does not
match exactly with the existting finger imppression in the
database. The keypad id is provided to thhe user during
T
leads to
t
a fuzzy
Account Registration. This
metrics withh five-factor
implementatioon of biom

Fivee-factor authenntication is veery similar to three
factor baased authenticaation, with the only differencce that
it requiires OTP andd keypad ID
D as an addiitional
authenticcation factor.
2.3 Fingerprint Recoognition
Fing
gerprint recognnition technoloogies analyze global
g
pattern schemata on tthe fingerprintt, along with small
m
known as minutiae, which
w
are the ridge
unique marks
endings and bifurcatioons or branchees in the fingeerprint
ridges.

Fig.1.1 F
Fingerprint minnutiae
Thee data extractedd from fingerpprints are extreemely
dense, where
w
density explains whyy fingerprints are a
very reeliable means of identificaation. Fingeerprint
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recognition systems store only data describing the exact
fingerprint minutiae whereas images of actual
fingerprints are not retained. Fingerprint scanners may
be built into computer keyboards or pointing devices
(mice), or may be stand-alone scanning devices attached
to a computer.

Public key is {n, e}, private key is d
Encryption: c = ݉ mod n
Decryption: m = ܿ ௗ mod n
Digital signature: Sൌ ܪሺ݉ሻௗ ) mod n,
Verification: m' =  ݏ mod n,

2.4 Fuzzy logic

If m' = H (m) signature is correct.

Fuzzy logic is a form of many-valued logic, it deals
with reasoning that is approximate rather than fixed and
exact. In contrast with traditional logic theory,
where binary sets have two-valued logic: true or false,
fuzzy logic variables may have a truth value that ranges
in degree between 0 and 1. Fuzzy logic has been
extended to handle the concept of partial truth, where
the truth value may range between completely true and
completely false.

H is a publicly known hash function.
3. A Fuzzy Implementation of Biometrics with Five
Factor Authentication System
3.1 Registration:
Every user has to register in the bank in order to become
an authorized user. The registration procedure is as
follows:

2.5 One Time Password (OTP)

1.

The purpose of a one-time password (OTP) is to
make it more difficult to gain unauthorized access to
restricted resources, like a computer account.
Traditionally static passwords can more easily be
accessed by an unauthorized intruder given enough
attempts and time. By constantly altering the password,
as is done with a one-time password, this risk can be
greatly reduced.

The customer must have to provide their basic
information like username, address, contact
information, email id, photo proofs and other
required information.

2.

We assume that there is a device for extracting the
fingerprint template and carrying out all
calculations in a fuzzy extractor. This step does not
involve any interaction with the authentication
server.

2.5.1 OTP over SMS

3.1.1 Customer Verification Techniques

A common technology used for the delivery of
OTPs is short message service (SMS). Because SMS is
a ubiquitous communication channel, being available in
all handsets and with a large customer-base, SMS
messaging has the greatest potential to reach all
consumers with a low total cost of ownership.

Customer verification is a related but separate process
from that of authentication. Customer verification
complements the authentication process and should
occur during account origination. Verification of
personal information may be achieved in three ways:
•Positive verification: To ensure that material
information provided by applicant matches information
available from trusted third party sources. More
specifically, a financial institution can verify a potential
customer's identity by comparing the applicant's answers
to a series of detailed questions against information in a
trusted database (e.g., a reliable credit report) to see if
the information supplied by the applicant matches
information in the database. As the questions become
more specific and detailed, correct answers provide the
financial institution with an increased level of
confidence that the applicant is who they say they are.
Logical verification: To ensure that information
provided is logically consistent with the telephone area
code, ZIP code and street address.

RSA Algorithm:
The RSA algorithm is the most commonly used
encryption and authentication algorithm. The generation
of OTP using RSA algorithm is as follows
Key generation: Select random prime numbers p and q,
and check that p!= q
Compute modulus n = pq
Compute phi, Φ = (p - 1)(q - 1)
Select public exponent e, 1 < e < Φ

• Negative verification: To ensure that information
provided has not previously been associated with
fraudulent activity. For example, applicant information

such that gcd (e, Φ) = 1
Compute private exponent d = ݁ ିଵ mod Φ
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The user is allowed for transaction if the OTP
matches perfectly.

3. The information provided are then stored in the
database of the server after all verification. Once the
information registered is true then the Server generates a
RFID card which contains all the information related to
the user. The client is given RFID card, PIN number and
Keypad ID along with the keypad to perform the
transaction.
As in the existing authentication protocols, we
assume the registration phase is performed in a secure
and reliable environment, and particularly the device is
trusted for its purpose. After a successful registration,
the client will have a RFID card, keypad with keypad ID
and the initial PIN.
Fig.1.2 Login-Authentication Overview
This completes the description of the 5-FactorLogin-Authentication protocol in our work.

3.2 Login-Authentication
The client first inserts the RFID card into a card
reader which will extract the data. After that, the client
enters the PIN and his/her fingerprint data. A fingerprint
scanner is used for extraction at this phase. The login
procedure is as follows
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

3.3 PIN-Change
After a successful login, the client can change
his/her PIN. The server allows the client to change the
old PIN with new PIN and updates the data in the RFID
card accordingly.

The PIN that the user enter should match with
already existing one in the database otherwise the
user cannot proceed further.
Once the PIN matches perfectly the user has to give
his/her fingerprint on the fingerprint scanner. Fuzzy
logic is applied as soon as the fingerprint is
obtained on the fingerprint scanner. If the
fingerprint matches exactly (100%) with existing
fingerprint in the database then the user will be
allowed for transaction.
If the obtained fingerprint matches less than 60%
with the existing fingerprint in the database,
transaction cannot be performed.
If the fingerprint of the user is partially true (60%99%) then OTP will be generated automatically and
sent to the real user’s mobile using “RSA”
algorithm.
The generated OTP must be entered using the
keypad which is already updated with the keypad
ID.

3.4 Fingerprint-Selection
Similarly, one can change the fingerprint (using any
one of the 5 fingers) used for authentication. To do so,
the client has to record fingerprints of all the fingers in
the database. The change of selected fingerprint will be
updated in the RFID card automatically.
CONCLUSION
Preserving security and privacy is a challenging
issue in distributed systems. This paper makes a step
forward in solving this issue by proposing a fuzzy
implementation of biometrics with five-factor
authentication to protect services and resources from
unauthorized use. The authentication is based on
password, RFID card, OTP, fingerprint and keypad ID.
Our work not only demonstrates how to obtain secure
five-factor
authentication
from
three-factor
authentication, but also addresses issues of biometric
authentication in distributed systems (e.g., client
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6.

can be compared against fraud databases to determine
whether any of the information is associated with known
incidents of fraudulent behavior. In the case of
commercial customers, the sole reliance on online
electronic database comparison techniques is not
adequate since certain documents (e.g., bylaws) needed
to establish an individual's right to act on a company’s
behalf is not available from databases. Institutions still
must rely on traditional forms of personal identification
and document validation combined with electronic
verification tools.
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